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The Untold Tales of Armistead Maupin 2017 USA 91m

The Untold Tales of Armistead Maupin examines the life and work of one of 

the world’s most beloved storytellers, following his evolution from a 

conservative son of the Old South into a gay rights pioneer whose novels 

have inspired millions to claim their own truth. Jennifer Kroot’s documentary 

about the creator of Tales Of The City moves nimbly between playful and 

poignant and laugh-out-loud funny. With help from his friends (including Neil 

Gaiman, Laura Linney, Olympia Dukakis, Sir Ian McKellen and Amy Tan), 

Maupin offers a disarmingly frank look at the journey that took him from the 

jungles of Vietnam to the bathhouses of 70’s San Francisco to the front line 

of the American culture war
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Family Commitments 2015 Germany 90m

To get married is easy, but will things still go smoothly when it involves a 

homophobic Arab father, a pseudo-orthodox Jewish mother and an 

unexpected pregnancy? David and Khaled need to set a lot of things straight 

before they can say the vows and live happily ever after.

The Other Side 2016 Mexico 16m

Felipe and Claudio form a very particular relationship, somehow destiny 

pulls them apart taking Claudio to the United Sates, now Felipe must 

embark on a journey where he will risk everything in his pursuit of 

happiness, so he can finally meet Claudio at the other side of the border.

Princess Cyd 2017 USA 96m

Princess Cyd follows 16-year-old athlete Cyd Loughlin (Jessie Pinnick) while 

visiting her novelist aunt (Rebecca Spence) in Chicago over the summer. 

Eager to escape life with her depressive single father, Cyd falls for a girl in 

the neighborhood, while she and her aunt gently challenge each other in the 

realms of sex and spirit.
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God's Own Country 2017 UK 104m

God’s Own Country (2017 UK 104m) Spring. Yorkshire. Young farmer 

Johnny Saxby numbs his daily frustrations with binge drinking and casual 

sex, until the arrival of a Romanian migrant worker for lambing season 

ignites an intense relationship that sets Johnny on a new path.

Bayard & Me 2017 USA 16m

Bayard & Me is a short doc about how the openly gay civil rights activist 

Bayard Rustin, best known for organizing the March on Washington and 

advising Martin Luther King, adopted his partner Walter Naegle in the 1980s 

for legal protections. In this intimate love story, Walter remembers Bayard 

and how they had to work around the system in an era when gay marriage 

was inconceivable. He also reflects on the little known phenomena of 

intergenerational gay adoption and its connection to the civil rights 

movement.

The Lavender Scare 2016 USA 77m

The Lavender Scare is the first documentary film to tell the little-known story 

of an unrelenting campaign by the federal government to identify and fire all 

employees suspected of being homosexual.

Dusk 2017 UK 15m

Growing up in 1950s England in an intolerant and uninformed world, young 

Chris Winters struggles to fit into the gender roles dictated by wider society. 

A more than tough childhood left behind, Chris meets dream woman Julie, 

and life lightens a little, but the growing feeling that theirs is a life half lived 

haunts Chris. Endlessly imagining what might have been, Chris is finally 

struck by the realisation that for some decisions there is no right answer, 

and that it’s those that truly define us.

Just Charlie 2017 UK 99m

Young soccer star Charlie has the world at his feet. With a top club 

desperate to sign him, his future is seemingly mapped out. But the teenager 

sees only a nightmare. Trapped in the body of a boy, Charlie is torn between 

wanting to live up to her father’s expectations and shedding this ill-fitting 

skin. Charlie’s next move will tear the family apart and threaten everything 

they hold dear.
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Friday, October 20, 2017

Saturday, October 21, 2017

Sunday, October 22, 2017


